HERE'S THE #SELFCAReJAM WITH ALL YOUR HANDPICKED TUNES.
SCAN THE CODE BELOW OR VISIT THE LINK TO FIND THE PLAYLIST ON APPLE MUSIC.
happily brought to you by @OTMSWRY

ADELE
Set Fire to the Rain

BABY BASH
Suga Suga

BILLY JOEL
We Didn’t Start the Fire

BISHOP WM. MURPHY
It’s Working

BOB MARLEY
3 Little Birds

BRUNO MARS
Uptown Funk
24K Magic
That’s What I Like

CARRIE UNDERWOOD
Dirty Laundry

CHRIS STAPLETON
Tennessee Whiskey

CHANCE THE RAPPER
(Donnie Trumpet & The Social Experiment)
Sunday Candy

THE CHAINSMOKERS
Closer

DESTINY’S CHILD
Survivor

EMINEM
The Real Slim Shady

ESTELLE FEAT. CEE-LO
Pretty Please

FITZ & THE TANTRUMS
Handclap

FLEETWOOD MAC
Gypsy

FOR KING & COUNTRY
Fix my Eyes

HAWK NELSON
Diamonds

JACK JOHNSON
Upside Down

JACKSON BROWN
The Pretender

JAMES TAYLOR
How Sweet it Is
Carolina in My Mind

JESSIE J
Chain Breaker

JOHN MELLANCAMP
Hurts So Good

JON BON JOVI
Wanted Dead or Alive

JOURNEY
Lights
Don’t Stop Believing

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE
Can’t stop this feeling

KEVIN GATES
Time for That

KONGOS
Come with Me Now

KRIS ALLEN
Live Like We’re Dying

MANDISA
Good Morning

MARINA & THE DIAMONDS
I’m Not a Robot

MARKY MARK & THE FUNKY BUNCH
Good Vibrations

MERCYME
Even If

MODEST MOUSE
Float On

MONTELL JORDAN
This is How We Do It

NATASHA BEDDINGFIELD
Pocket Full of Sunshine

NEEDTOBREATHE
Testify
Brother (feat. Gavin Degraw)

NOTORIOUS BIG
Big Poppa

OUTKAST
Hey Ya!

PATTI LABELLE
Lady Marmalade

PHARELL
Happy

P!NK
Raise Your Glass

PINK FLOYD
Comfortably Numb

THE RASCALS
A Beautiful Morning

ROD STEWART
Forever Young

THE ROOTS
My Shot (Hamilton Mixtape)

SAM HUNT
Body Like a Backyard

SARA GROVES
It’s Going to Be Alright

SMASH MOUTH
Come on Come On

TIM SIMMONS
Everywhere I Go

TITO JACKSON
Get it Baby

TWENTY ONE PILOTS
Ride

WALK THE MOON
Shut up and Dance

ZACH WILLIAMS
Chain Breaker

SCAN THE CODE OR VISIT THE LINK BELOW TO FIND THE PLAYLIST IN ITUNES
http://tinyurl.com/selfcarejam